
ePad®

Freedom to educate!
The new RM ePad gives you the freedom to teach and 
engage your students from anywhere in the classroom. 
The RM ePad comes bundled with RM Easiteach so you 
can create and deliver engaging lessons with all the 
interactivity of a whiteboard from the palm of your hand. 
The RM ePad works with PowerPoint®, your Internet 
browser, and all other classroom software.

The RM ePad comes with many new and convenient 
features that make this interactive slate the most user-
friendly one you will find. The unique hand straps make 
it easy to carry the RM ePad, and the built-in keyboard 
makes it easy for you or your students to enter text. The 
wireless RF technology allows for 60 feet of unhindered 
movement. The LCD panel monitors the pad and pen 
battery, which provides over 40 hours of use on one charge. 
The RM ePad is designed specifically for classroom use 
with rubber corners for added ruggedness.

Includes Free RM Easiteach
The RM ePad includes RM Easiteach Next Generation, the 
award-winning dynamic software tool for engaging and stim-
ulating whole-class teaching. Over 300,000 teachers across 
the United States have integrated RM Easiteach whole-class 
software tools into their curriculum, enabling them to easily 
create resources that incorporate text, clipart, animations, vid-
eo, Flash files, hyperlinks, databases, and spreadsheets. 

New Features of RM Easiteach
- 24 cross-curricular widgets (apps), including: 
 - Protractor - Chart maker 
 - Number line creator - Word search 
 - Equation generator - Picture reveal 
 - Graph creator - Scientific calculator

 - Over 250 ready-made activities in ELA, math, 
 science and social studies

 - Media bank with over 4,500 curriculum-based  
 resources and videos

 - Over 100 interactive Flash activities

 - Multi-touch support

 - Record video and sound directly onto a page

 - Shape recognition tool

 - Text-to-speech capability

www.rmeducation.com  866.728.6758

 RM ePad with RM Easiteach $297

Prices Expire July 31, 2011 RMePad-v02

Key Features

- Built-in keyboard emulator

- Hand straps make it easy to carry

- LCD panel monitors pad and pen battery

- Over 40 hours use on one charge

- Rubber corners to stand up to classroom use

- Simple “plug-and-play” installation

- Wireless RF technology

- 60-foot range for unhindered movement

- Includes RM Easiteach Next Generation

- Buttons for volume control and right-click control

Includes RM 
Easiteach®

Free!


